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walter lafayette bell 1889 1976 was born in butterfield missouri son of jonas bradley bell 1843
1931 and martha ann cooper 1865 1890 he married ruth rankin 1900 1975 born in jonesboro arkansas
daughter of james lewis rankin 1854 1928 and mary elizabeth dawson 1860 1912 ancestry traced to
john bell 1668 1713 who died in surry county virginia and robert rankin 1749 1816 of the
carolinas and kentucky as well as many other ancestors ancestors descendants and relatives lived
in illinois missouri utah tennessee kentucky virginia arkansas texas indiana north carolina
wisconsin iowa mississippi south carolina and elsewhere patrick calhoun immigrated to america in
1733 from ireland an accessible guide for activists educators and all who are interested in
understanding how the prison system oppresses communities and harms individuals the united states
incarcerates more of its residents than any other nation though home to 5 of the global
population the united states has nearly 25 of the world s prisoners a total of over 2 million
people this number continues to steadily rise over the past 40 years the number of people behind
bars in the united states has increased by 500 journalist victoria law explains how racism and
social control were the catalysts for mass incarceration and have continued to be its driving
force from the post civil war laws that states passed to imprison former slaves to the laws
passed under the war against drugs campaign that disproportionately imprison black people she
breaks down these complicated issues into four main parts 1 the rise and cause of mass
incarceration 2 myths about prison 3 misconceptions about incarcerated people 4 how to end mass
incarceration through carefully conducted research and interviews with incarcerated people law
identifies the 21 key myths that propel and maintain mass incarceration including the system is
broken and we simply need some reforms to fix it incarceration is necessary to keep our society
safe prison is an effective way to get people into drug treatment private prison corporations
drive mass incarceration prisons make us safer is a necessary guide for all who are interested in
learning about the cause and rise of mass incarceration and how we can dismantle it mose shuck
1784 1857 was born in virginia he married mary ann fleshman 1781 1849 daughter of samuel and mary
ann orebach fleshman in 1804 in greenbrier county virginia west virginia they had thirteen
children 1805 1830 mose and mary ann shuck died in greenbrier county descendants listed lived in
west virginia ohio and elsewhere david holsinger emigrated from germany to america accompanied by
his son michael and settled in rockingham formerly augusta county virginia no record has been
found of david s date or place of arrival in the united states or when he settled in virginia
michael who was a farmer and basket maker married barbara by whom he had eight children michael
died in august 1819 and is buried in the family plot on holsinger farm several generations of
holsingers have lived on the land acquired by david and michael in the 1760 s rowland judd ca
1720 1806 immigrated probably from england to philadelphia county pennsylvania about 1745 moving
later to pittsylvania county virginia and then to surry county and wilkes county north carolina
descendants lived in pennsylvania virginia north carolina kentucky indiana iowa nebraska kansas
missouri texas nevada washington and elsewhere includes the report of the mississippi river
commission 1881 19 william simmons came from georgia and settled in bala chitto pike co miss
reprint of the original first published in 1872 the publishing house anatiposi publishes
historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior
quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the public so that they do
not get lost
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an accessible guide for activists educators and all who are interested in understanding how the
prison system oppresses communities and harms individuals the united states incarcerates more of
its residents than any other nation though home to 5 of the global population the united states
has nearly 25 of the world s prisoners a total of over 2 million people this number continues to
steadily rise over the past 40 years the number of people behind bars in the united states has
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